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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

What?s up,

This is LA Rich head of 
Global Money World. The 
first time was so nice, we 
had to do it twice for this 
second issue of Global 
America. A special thank you 
to everyone who checked 
out the first issue and 
anyone who will check out 
this special issue as well. 
After the first issue we knew 
right away who would be 
the cover artist of the 
second when we heard a 
song called ?NO MAN?. 

A record that not only was great musically, but was packed 
with so much raw energy that, made us fans instantly. The artist 
of that song is XANDE. A modern day rockstar who embodies, 
the daring and fearless approach we go for her. If you?re ready 
to meet your new favorite artists, then read on and enjoy the 
mag. Stay Global my Friends!

Phot o Credit s:  Mike Ghost



j al l e -  pick me up

Artist are more talented than they?ve ever been. There?s a huge 
array of new artists who can do it all from write lyrics, rap, and 
sing at high level. An artist who is a stand out at all of this is 
none other than Nottingham?s own Jalle with his new song 
?Pick Me Up?.

Jalle is a singer, and songwriter with high caliber rap ability. He 
fuses together everything great from different genres to one 
track on ?Pick Me Up? . He blends Hip Hop, Pop, and soul 
together to a genius level, with each element shining in it?s 
own right. The rap flow is flawless, the singing is amazing, and 
the writing is prefect to make magic over this The Nocturns 
production.

Jalle?s ?Pick Me Up? is absolute undeniable hit. He gives you 
everything he?s got, as well as all you could ask for on this 
incredible record. Each element plays its part from from the 
way rap flow, the singing that?s amazing in it?s execution, and 
the great writing to make it all stellar.

Check out  Jal l e ?Pick Me Up? and f ol l ow 
him on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/thisisjalle/



f vl cr vm -  hat e l ist

It?s always refreshing to hear new music. It?s even better to 
hear an artist bring their own sound to the music. That 
sound you haven?t heard before, as the artist dares to make 
something game changing for the world to take in. That?s 
everything that makes FVLCRVM special on his new song 
?Hate List?.

FVLCRVM delivers musical magic on the new song ?Hate 
List?. The music is instantly engaging with creative 
production, that?s layered to perfection, as each groove 
plays it?s on special part to make it must hear. The vocals 
are just right, as the tones are delivered just right to make 
you feel everything, and get lost in the music.

FVLCRVM?s ?Hate List? embodies the art that music can be. 
It?s a fearless piece of work, that lets it?s creativity shine to 
the fullest. It?s music you can hear and know it only cared 
about making the best music possible, and that?s what it 
does in every way.

Check out  FVLCRVM ?Hat e List ?  and 
f ol l ow him on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/fvlcrvm/



f r eeman young -  no never mind

The way a song connects with you, can determine just how 
fast the record sticks with you. How fast it becomes your new 
favorite record to hear, that gets you to your special point. 
Most of the instant favorites have that element of soul that 
makes it real for you, and Freeman Young?s ?No Nevermind? 
connects in a real way.

Freeman Young says everything you need to hear, when you 
need to hear it on his new song ?No Nevermind?. He sings 
with so much soul, that you wonder how he knows you need 
to hear this song, in this moment. The production embodies 
indie vibes that made the sound famous, with amazing 
songwriting that tells this story to perfection to make 
everything come together in a divine way.

Freeman Young?s ?No Nevermind? is undeniable audio 
brilliance. He shoots for the stars, and aims for the moon on 
this one of a kind record, that blends so many things 
together, to make one amazing record that you can listen to 
over and over again.

Check out  Fr eeman Young ?No Never mind?  and 
f ol l ow him on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/freemanyoung/



cal eb pet er s -  f al l ing

Going through so much music you can only hope to 
find some good gems along the way but what?s even 
sweeter is finding the next big star. That artist you 
hear and you know for certain without a doubt they 
will be huge, and you will hear their name around the 
world. The person I am taking about is 18 year old 
Detroit singer/ songwriter Caleb Peters with his new 
song ?Falling?

Caleb Peters sounds like a sure star on his new big 
record ?Falling?. He brings amazing writing, from a 
genius level artist, as he crafts together a song with 
mainstream appeal that can go anywhere in the world. 
Caleb shows authenticity beyond his years and shows 
just how much of a star he is, as he showcases all of 
his many talents to the fullest.

Caleb Peters crafts together an a must hear record 
with ?Falling? with the vocal performance being 
amazing in it?s use as an instrument to create emotion, 
the brilliantly written lyrics, and the production being 
the perfect score for this tale that makes this song 
shine to the fullest.

Check out  Cal eb Pet er s ?Fal l ing?  and 
f ol l ow him on social  media. 

https:// twitter.com/calebpeters_13

https://www.instagram.com/calebpeters13/



DZEKO Feat ur ing Keit h Ur ban - ? 
Bot h St il l  Young

Music can be enjoyed in many different ways, for many 
different reasons. The emotion and feeling it gives you, 
determines how it will stick with you. That music that?s full of 
life, and makes life more enjoyable is the music that will always 
shine and DZEKO and Keith Urban shine brighter than ever on 
the new song ?Both Still Young?.

DZEKO and Keith Urban come together to make an instant 
smash on the new song ?Both Still Young?. The song has a mass 
appeal to it, that you know the song was made to rock the 
world. The production is big time, and bright with a sound that 
you can hear rocking stadiums and festivals worldwide. The 
vocal performance is perfect and meshes well with the music 
perfectly, to deliver the songwriting just right to enjoy to the 
fullest.

DZEKO and Keith Urban ?Both Still Young? is music without 
limits. It?s a record that can work anytime and anywhere, with 
upper echelon quality that?s gold. It?s stellar in every way with 
every part of the music playing it?s part just right to make a hit.

Check out  DZEKO and Keit h Ur ban ?Bot h 
St il l  Young? and f ol l ow t hem on social  

media. 

https://www.instagram.com/KeithUrban/



r eece l emonius -  somet hing i 
can f eel

So many different forms of music are released daily, but 
nothing beats a big time record. A record that you can hear 
the artist truly going for it, and know the music will go far. 
That?s what Reece Lemonius has with the new song 
?Something I Can Feel?.

Reece Lemonius sounds like a bonafide star on the new song 
?Something I Can Feel?. The production sets the perfect tone, 
with a big time sound and amazing synth work, to make it 
unforgettable. The vocals are perfect for the sound, on this 
sure hit, as Reece makes his presence felt in a real to deliver 
the incredible writing.

Reece Lemonius ?Something I Can Feel? is a big record that 
will go to the stars. It exceeds in musical greatness at every 
turn to make it a record that will last for time to come. If you 
want good music tune in to this special record now!

Check out  Reece Lemonius ?Somet hing I 
Can Feel ? and f ol l ow him on 

Inst agr am.

https://www.instagram.com/reecelemonius/



l imon l imon -  bar cel ona night

Times have been crazier than they?ve ever been. With tensions 
high, it nice to have a record that serves as an escape, and 
brings a certain fun, as well as peace that life needs right now. 
That what Limón Limón does on their new feel good record 
?Barcelona Night?.

Limón Limón creates a musical experience that feels good to 
the soul on the new song ?Barcelona Night?. The production 
sets the perfect feel good tone, with the music being bright, 
and carrying a breeze that you get swept in, while the vocals 
play the perfect a narrator for the simpler times, the music 
captures. The lyrics are superbly written and the story to 
perfection to make it a must hear.

Limón Limón?s ?Barcelona Nighs? is that music that makes 
hearing new music fun. The music is perfect in it?s articulation 
and execution, to make the feel good vibes in the music to 
shine to the fullest. If you need good music in your life Limón 
Limón has you covered with this amazing record.

Check out  Limón Limón ?Bar cel ona Night ?  
and f ol l ow t hem on Inst agr am.

https://www.instagram.com/limonlimonmusic/



t r evor  j ames t il l er y -  beg

Trying to come up with words for certain songs is tough. 
The reasons can vary but some songs are so damn good, 
they leave you speechless. Some songs bring so many 
words to mind, that none come out. That type of music is 
rarity but when you hear it, you appreciate every single 
second. That?s what we?ve been blessed with on the new 
song from Trevor James Tillery called ?Beg?.

Trevor James Tillery is supreme on his new song ?Beg?. He 
brings different elements to a high level, to get the listener 
engulfed in his sound. He don?t waste a single second of 
audio or your attention, because as soon as the music 
starts, so does the magic. The production is beyond 
incredible and sets the tone for the amazing dreamy vocal 
performance, delivering great lyrics to make it work just 
right.

Trevor James Tillery ?Beg? is a statement record to let you 
know he is here to make his mark, with the skill level being 
the thing of legends. The music is fun, exciting, and 
everything that makes people instant fans. If you need to 
hear that must hear record to make you fall in love with 
music again, then hit play now and enjoy yourself for a 
lifetime.

Check out  Tr evor  James Til l er y ?Beg? and 
f ol l ow him on Twit t er .

https:// twitter.com/trevorjtillery

https://www.instagram.com/trevorjamestillery/



al exi par aschos -  mine

There?s more music out than it?s ever been but no music beats 
music that feels good to hear. Music that you hear and it 
instantly picks up your mood to a feeling of joy you needed. 
That?s what you get from Alexi Paraschos with his new song 
?Mine?. 

Alexi Paraschos gives you something old and something new 
with his new song ?Mine?. The music is funky and has a sound 
that?s reminiscent of 80?s Michael Jackson, that makes for 
exciting music. The vocal performance feels good to the ears 
and rides this production to perfection, with everything coming 
together in perfect time to make a jam.

Alexi Paraschos ?Mine? is the perfect tune to add some light to 
your life. It?s that feel good music that brings people together 
and feels good to hear, with a record that?s packed with a 
groove that you hope never ends.

Check out  Al exi Par aschos ?Mine? and 
f ol l ow him on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/alexisongs/

https:// twitter.com/alexisongs/



ar t ist  spot l ight  -  wil ai

A quote from Sade that always resonated is ?If it gets you to 
that point you can feel it, its soul music?. That?s the way that 
we feel about Wilai on her new song ?I Got You?. Her voice has 
so much star quality and presence to it that everything just 
feels right, when you hear the music. We were so intrigued 
with the special talent we wanted to know more. She was 
gracious enough to take time to answer some questions for 
us. Check out the interview.

Check out  Wil ai ?I Got  You? and f ol l ow 
her  on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/beautiful.lai/



Who is Wilai t he ar t ist ?

Wilai is a young up and coming female artist blending her international upbringing ( she was born 
and raised in Thailand ) with the sounds of new New York.

Who are som e of  t he inf luences and how do you incorporat e t hat  int o t he m usic?

Most certainly Rihanna, I grew up listening to her music and I absolutely LOVE her unapologetic 
confidence, edgy sounds and voice.

those are some traits that have heavily inspired my music when I write and listen to new beats and 
come up with new concepts.

I also listen to a lot of Chronixx, Popcaan and Drake, as well as Thai artists like Thaitanium and 
YoungOhm.

What  was t he creat ive process for  your  new  song ?I Got  You??

Well I was really lucky as I got to work on this song with one of my really good friends Mia LJ so the 
process was really natural. We were looking for sounds and vibes that had a modern edgy feel but 
still incorporated strong stand out vocals. Everytime Mia LJ and I work together it just feels like two 
friends hanging out and creating

How does it  feel now  t hat  ?I Got  You? is out  for  people t o hear?

It feels amazing!! Although honestly at first I was super nervous because I am still a new independent 
artist, I guess I was curious more than anything to see how listeners would react.

What  is t he biggest  t h ing you want  people t o t ake away f rom  your  m usic?

To just be FREE AND HAPPY! I want people to listen to my music and feel confident about themselves 
in a positive way, to feel independent and to just feel good about themselves! To me, it?s really 
important to be in the right vibration when I?m in the studio creating. If you can raise your inner 
frequency to match that of the universe, something very spiritual and Euphoric happens, especially 
with music and creation.

If  you could give any advice t o som eone look ing t o becom e an independent  ar t ist , what  
would it  be?

My best advice would be to NEVER STOP TRYING AND NEVER STOP WORKING ON YOUR CRAFT. 
Literally if this is something you want SO BAD just don?t stop working and continue to educate 
yourself on the music business, continue to practice writing, practice your vocals. Learn from your 
idols, watch and learn from their career path. Anything can be achieved with desire and 
perseverance. ANYTHING!! It all starts with SELF BELIEF. Only YOU know the power you possess to 
make your dreams come true.

What ?s next  for  Wilai?

I just want to keep creating, keep learning, keep getting better and better in every way as an artist, 
and hopefully one day be the biggest international artist out of Thailand.



Pr oducer  Spot l ight : 
El ekt r ot echnika

Music is fun when it doesn?t waste a single second being 
engaging. When as soon as you hear it, you?re left with no 
choice but to move and enjoy the music. That infectious 
energy is overflowing in the song from Elektrotechnika 
called ?Olivia?. A smashing jam that?s hard to ignore. We 
were so intrigued with the music, we wanted to know more 
about this creative. He was gracious enough to take some 
time to answer some questions for us. Check out the 
interview.

Check out  El ekt r ot echnika ?Ol ivia? and 
f ol l ow him on Inst agr am. 

https://www.instagram.com/elektrotechnika_official



Who is Elek t rot echnika t he Producer?

My name is Yan, I was born in Siberia, but grew up in Germany near Frankfurt. My cultural 
background influences my melodic expression as I love the fusion of happy and at the same time 
melancholic moods. Because I love to create things on my own and care about the smallest 
technical details, I feel ?Elektrotechnika? is an appropriate (and cool) artist name for me 

How did you get  int o producing?

Since my father is also a musician, I had more touchpoints with the process of creating it than 
usual. When I was 5 years old, I plugged in a microphone into a cassette recorder and recorded 
random things on the cassette. At the age of 13, I experimented with loops in Magix Music Maker 
and recorded my own melodies with a Yamaha stage keyboard on my computer. Of course, the 
output and lack of flexibility were very unsatisfying, so I started playing around in Fruity Loops and 
bought a proper MIDI keyboard.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

I always tell people, Ableton Live is like Photoshop, but for sound design. That?s why 10 years ago, 
after working with Fruity Loops, Reason, and Logic I ended up working with Ableton Live. It was love 
at first sight. Ableton Live works for me in a way where I don?t have to think about how I get a 
certain result but fully concentrate on being creative. All the tools I need to shape and sculpt my 
sounds are just intuitively there in place. This is also the reason why my workflow got very efficient 
and as I realized this is very important especially for the creative part of a production process 
because I can get more done while still having that fresh ear towards my own melodies.

What ?s your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Olivia??

The initial spark this time was the percussive loop you can hear right in the beginning. When I heard 
it I was like ?uhh dope?. That?s why I started building up the basic drum system on top of that 
percussion loop before the melodic parts. Usually, I start with catchy melodies that I can connect to 
and which have that special mix of happiness and melancholy before creating the drums. The next 
inspirational discovery was this amazing greek Bouzouki sample, which was already chopped into 
pieces, so I actually don?t know, what the original recording sounds like.

I just started playing around with the chops until I had the melody you can hear now. 2 hours later I 
had the main structure of the song in place. It already sounded like a contemporary, simple but 
unique dance tune. Suddenly I had the idea of adding an old vocal sample of someone saying a 
greek name. So I went to YouTube and typed in ?olivia old movie? because this was the first greek 
name that came to my mind.

Guess what? I found a trailer of a refurbished french film from the 50s, where a woman looks for 
another woman called ?Olivia? and Olivia actually responds with her name. It was just perfect!!! 
Later I found out, that this old movie called ?Olivia? was one of the first french films directed by a 
woman and that one of the topics in the movie is a relationship between two women, who have to 
keep it secret. Back in the days, it was a no-go to even mention homosexuality in the cinema. I like 
the fact, that the movie nowadays is very appreciated because of its call for individual empathy and 
tolerance and I can repeat this call with my song.



What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on?

It?s very difficult to pick one. Each song was a unique experience. ?Cybertrack? was just crazy sound 
design and more complex arrangement that challenged me. ?I Want You? really touches me with its 
different melodies and the straight forward drum and bass pattern and ?Olivia? is definitely the 
?coolest? of all. If I had to pick one, it would be probably ?I Want You? just because of the 
emotional connection.

Which ar t ist  would you love t o collab w it h and why?

I would die to hear a ?BELLA CIAO?-style remix of ?Olivia? by Rasmus Gozzi. Damn, that would hit 
hard!!!

What ?s next  for  Elek t rot echnika?

I want to grow my Instagram community by sharing more insights from my own learning process 
regarding Spotify marketing, playlisting, and how to mature as an artist in general. I think we have 
the great privilege to live at a time where anyone with access to the web (still just half of the earths 
population, don?t take it for granted!) can create, publish, and market their own music 
independently.

But doing so is also a lot of work and trial and error, that?s why I share my personal experience 
with the Elektrotechnika project so others can benefit from my trials and errors. I love to share 
knowledge, you know? And since my profession is being a UX designer, I?m quite capable of 
creating the right content for the right people in a pleasant and quickly consumable manner. 
Furthermore, I plan to release my fourth song this year in late summer. I can?t wait to finish it 
because I just love the main melody. From the very first second, it forces you to move your body!

Please follow me on Spotify and Instagram. Besides myself, please follow every artist you like on 
Spotify because this is what helps an artist a lot when we think of algorithms and editorial 
playlists. 

?Although sounds are but vibrations in the air which affect the ear?s auditory nerve, and these 
vibrations are but chance phenomena carried along through the air, even so, see how they move 
the heart. A wondrous melody is wings for the spirit, and maketh the soul to tremble for joy. ? 
?Abdu?l-Bahá



Pr oducer  Spot l ight :-  Tuco

Getting the attention of the listener gets tougher everyday. 
Daily hundreds of releases are being pushed to people, so 
when you get a chance for someone to listen, it?s best to 
make music that?s instantly engaging. That?s the type of 
music Tuco has with his amazing display of music being 
able to shine on his new song ?Long Story Short?. The music 
is big and doesn?t waste time not only making music that?s 
engaging, but takes you on a journey that?s amazing for 
every second. He was gracious enough to take time to 
answer some questions for us. Check out the interview..

Check out  Tuco ?Long St or y Shor t ? and 
f ol l ow him on social  media. 

https://www.instagram.com/tucomusicofficial/

https://www.facebook.com/tucomusicofficial



Who is Tuco t he Producer?

Born in New York, and raised in Texas. I actually work full-time in the imaging department at a 
local hospital, so the past few months have been very interesting for me to say the least. And while 
I?ve been musically active since I was a teenager, like many artists, the extensive isolation has given 
me ample opportunity to dive deeper into my creative side. 

How did you get  int o producing?

I had dabbled in electronic music in the past, but most of my time was spent writing hard rock. 
Some people say you can hear that influence in my work. Several years ago I actually went to 
school in Austin to study audio engineering, I?m a bit of an audio nerd. My most recent venture into 
electronic music you can blame on Sigrid though. A friend of mine had shown me her work, and 
while I had already been listening to a handful of synth artists such as Dance With The Dead, 
Perturbator, and Carpenter Brut, as odd as it is, it was Sigrid that got me excited to start writing 
again.

What  product ion sof t ware do you use and why?

Reason actually. Seems like nowadays everybody uses either Ableton or Logic, and I understand 
why! They are incredible programs. However for me, I have been working with Reason for about 
seven years, and perhaps Reason?s focus on signal flow through virtual racks is what keeps me 
there. The ability to easily plug and piece of equipment into any other in such a modular way 
keeps me hooked. Prior to working in local hospitals, I had worked as a live sound engineer, so 
handling rack mounted equipment is no strange thing to me.

What ?s your  creat ive process for  creat ing ?Long St ory Shor t ??

It?s a damn mess to be honest. I had heard the song ?Strangers? by Sigrid, and fell in love with that 
basic arp bass line featured in the chorus of the song, and immediately I knew I wanted to make a 
song with some sort of arp bass line. I had been enjoying synthwave music long enough, and it 
was only a matter of time. I eventually designed a big nasty distorted arp bass that I used to plot 
out a few parts, and later put a melody to. I recently had read ?You never really finish your songs, 
you just abandon them.? and I partly agree with that. I can already tell you there is a lot of things 
that I?d like to change about ?Long Story Short? and while I plan to revisit the song, for now I?m 
looking forward to releasing another single here soon.



What  was your  favor it e project  t o work  on?

Haha, honestly it was not even related to Tuco. Years ago I had written a song with a couple friends 
while I was living in Austin. The day came we wanted to do some studio recording for the piece, and it 
was a total disaster, but it was one of the most ridiculous and fun adventures I had ever had. My best 
friend and I had spent the whole day trying to get our drummer into the studio and throw down some 
rough takes, but the drummer was not.. how should I say.. he was not completely sober I later found 
out. It was like herding cats! We eventually got him into the studio and literally nothing came of it. I?m 
not sure if we even kept those recordings. That particular song, and the memory of trying to put it to 
tape, will always be one of my favorite memories. 

Which ar t ist  would you love t o collab w it h and why?

Schuylar Croom. Vocalist for He Is Legend. Easily. The guy has the most interesting voice to me. He has 
incredible range and grit, and such interesting character and personality in his writing. It would be a 
weird mashup, but that?s where some really magical stuff could happen. 

What ?s next  for  Tuco?

I am actually in the process of preparing my next single for mastering. Just a few more details and off 
it goes. I am also commissioning a very talented synthwave aesthetic artist for the cover art. Very 
excited! Can?t wait to share it with you guys!





Some music focuses on showing you the high 
level of talent the artist possesses, and some 
music is just music you can feel, but when those 
two come together that?s when the magic 
happens. That forever music that you feel in 
your soul, is what you get from XANDE. He?s an 
amazing talent who dares to take chances in his 
music, by giving his soul to the music that 
resonates in a real way. With his latest project 
?Maybe Different Isn?t So Bad? he delivers a 
musical masterpiece that shows the true art of 
music. Each song is special in its own way, as he 
takes you deeper than any music you will 
present day, while tackles tough issues that will 
help people get through. Fresh off the release 
he was gracious enough to talk about his latest 
work. Check out the interview.

dif f er ent  is not  so 
bad f or  xande

Check out  XANDE ?NO MAN? and 
f ol l ow him on social  media
https:// twitter.com/xandeofficial_

https://www.instagram.com/xande.official



Who is XANDE t he ar t ist ?

First I´ d like to say thank you to ?Global Money World? for supporting independent & unsigned artists 
like myself!

I?m a Dark Alternative Pop singer,songwriter & music producer, I was born in Setúbal, a small 
fisherman town by the coast of Portugal, I?m a son of a schizophrenic father with PTSD caused by war 
and of an hustler amazing mother that never left us.

Still I was raised in a heavy environment and a bit hard to explain ?  growing up next to a 
mental-illness like my father?s, leaves us a little more ?out/off? feel that you don?t belong anywhere, 
that nobody understands you and it?s normal they don?t cause they never dealt with a situation like 
that but for a young kid it?s hard, most days you feel abandoned and out of place.

Growing up in a house where the blinds had to be down & the lights had to be off all the time, 
songwriting became a lil different for me, it?s hard to write about superficial/material things when I 
don?t care about that at all, to me the only thing that matters is Love, Kindness, Family & Friends.

My lyrics are about Anxiety, self-doubt, living around mental-illness and toxic-relationships with the 
goal of reach people that are in the same situation that I was/am and let them feel they?re not alone 
in this, same way so many songs helped me and that way and still help me, like Joyner Lucas ?I?m 
sorry? I feel that shit was written for me.

Who are som e of  t he inf luences and how do you incorporat e t hat  int o t he m usic?

Something I say since I started singing back in 2000 I feel that ?It doesn?t matter the music genre at 
all, a good song is always a good song? with that said I was in metal band for 16 years called ?More 
Than a Thousand? so I started writing music cause of the Sacramento band ?Deftones? now days I 
think my way of singing is still from Chino´ s ?Deftones?! I like intense melodies like movie soundtracks 
so I go get inspiration from Thomas Newman, Hans Zimmer and Sigur Ros! I?m into a Hip-Hop since I 
was a kid also cause Chino was from Hip-Hop School so that opened my mind a lot,

I started listening to Cypress Hill ?Rockstar? and I fell in love, now a days I?m a huge fan of Travis Scott, 
his track ?SkyFall? inspired me to right my first Xande´ s song called ?It Is What It Is? I also love how 
Kanye West uses Auto-Tune which I fuck with that too on my songs!

My secret weapon for all of this to happen is my producer Filipe Survival (Rich da Kid) he?s the shit!!! 
Without him this would be way harder to achieve! Make sure to check him out on IG @filipe_survival

What  was t he creat ive process for  your  new  project  "Maybe Dif ferent  Is Not  So Bad"?

I was in a dark place mentally, I was thinking about quitting the music world every single day, I was 
having negative thoughts most part of the day (against myself) felt I wasn't good enough you 
know...Fortunately I had my friend Filipe Survival checking on me every week, he called me for 
months, again and again always saying come down, you need to write, always grateful for having this 
brother in my life you..some friends are more family than your actual family!

One day I came to his house and the only thing I asked was "let's try not to compare me to other 
artists and let's just make music like before, just for fun".

So me and Fil once again just creating my art with no intentions of being commercial or popular. 



After a few chats, I thought of the opinions that people from the music industry here in Portugal said 
about me "You're too different, I'm not sure where you fit" , "You look different, you should copy Post 
Malone", "Your voice sounds too different, You should sound more like The Weeknd"  All that negative 
and doubts about me on that moment it gave me certainty and inspiration that I should be me!! In Art 
WE will always be in a right path if we're being ourselves!

So i thought of "Maybe Different Is Not So Bad", songs and lyrics I focused on just being me like I never 
did before. No radio thinking, no genre, just me and my brother vibing! I spoke of my life for the first 
time, raw, like growing up with my father's mental-Illness. 

How "off" I feel sometimes when people compare me to others. I feel I don't belong anywhere and that 
feeling and those thoughts bring you down you know... Not being part of something...So to me it's hard 
to write about superficial/material things when I don't care about those subjects at all.

We wrote a song per day, we had like 30 or more songs that we loved as well but then we ended up 
choosing these 9 songs that i feel that represent me.

A huge part and very important was chocolate and a lot of coffee :D

How did you know it  was t im e t o release t h is project  ?

As soon I finished every song and wanted to release it that night ahah

Right after the mastering, I had few marketing ideas but absolutely no budget, so I pitched to the ones 
I could at the time, booked a release date and everything was going amazing and then COVID19 
happened..2 weeks before my release, so I'm still trying to promote and push online while I can't tour.

Do you have a favor it e song of f  your  new  project  or  a song you couldn't  wait  for  people t o 
hear? If  so which one and why?

To be honest I really do love them all, there always something especial to me in each song, like the 
intro NOBODY that mood swings from heavy subs to soft pianos and pads, NO MAN that end part is 
really one of my fav parts I've ever sang, HIGHS AND LOWS the whole song is too real!! THE QUIET ONE 
takes me to a dark place that I need to accept every single day of my life.ALL FOR YOU got feat of one 
of my fav artists LETSBENOTHING, FEELS I got Isaura which I've been a massive fan for a while! 
UNDERWATER I think is a 100% surprise to anyone ;) IGNORE I fucking love this song and of course 
PSYCHO I think that's the single from the record, that one is the easy listen.

What  would you l ike for  people t o t ake away f rom  your  new  project  "Maybe Dif ferent  Is 
Not  So Bad"

At the end of the day this album talks about feeling abandoned and out of place, toxic relationships 
that you seem you can't get out of, it also describes the heavy environment of growing up next to a 
mental-illness like my father's, a lot of anxiety and self-doubt, what I really want to people take from 
this record is, You're free of creating and become whatever whomever you want, there are no rules for 
your one precious life man, listen to the shit you wanna listen, date who you wanna date, be a good 
human being and become part of that 1% !

the day, there?s no problem with that! We´ re humans!
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